
For transport companies, heavy haulage companies, supply chain companies,  
courier companies, freight companies, logistics companies, company fleets,  
contract carriers and the like, seeking to mobilise your deliveries.

Deliver Better

Fast Track Your 
Mobility Success
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Thank you for requesting 
our strategy kit to help you 
mobilise your deliveries.  
‘Fast Track Your Mobility Success’ is the result of emerging trends and issues  
that relate to transport and logistics worldwide. 

Whether this kit serves as your enterprise mobility ‘solution planner’, ‘starter kit’, 
‘application guide’ or ‘strategy handbook’, we’ve put together a wealth of information  
to help your company initiate, or enhance, your enterprise mobility considerations.

Importantly, we’d like to draw your attention to the checklist Solution Planner on 
pages 5 and 6. It’s a handy tool to help you think about what your company needs 
from an enterprise mobility solution.

Next, we’ve included core information on transport and delivery applications we’ve 
developed and relevant case studies we’ve completed, plus a little background on  
how we work with companies like yours, and the professional services we provide. 

To learn more about enterprise mobility solutions and how to partner with Leopard 
Systems visit www.leopardsystems.com.au Or call us on 1300 536 727 to book  
a free enterprise mobility discovery session.

Be sure to contact us with your enquiries. We look forward to helping you leap 
forward with an enterprise mobility solution that helps you deliver better. 

All the best,

Alex Koumaras & Robin Fowler  
Managing Directors, Leopard Systems

P.S. So, what is Enterprise 
Mobility anyway?

Companies serious about improving 
efficiencies, managing workflows, 
enhancing productivity, and providing 
great customer service, will adopt 
some form of enterprise mobility 
strategy in the next few years. 

Enterprise mobility is the use of mobile 
technologies – most often combining 
fleets of hundreds or thousands of 
mobile devices with custom-built 
software applications – to operate, 
manage and streamline an enterprise’s 
business processes and services.
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You want to deliver goods efficiently. You may need: 5

Accurate real-time GPS tracking and tracing of your goods in transit? 
 to increase head office visibility & management of deliveries   to increase on-time deliveries �

Real-time mapping and monitoring of vehicle and digital assets, driver progress and  
on-board stock levels? 

 to make live adjustments when needed   to support your drivers
�

Turn-by-turn driver navigation instructions, best possible routing and smart delivery 
scheduling? 

 for more deliveries done in less time   to save fuel   to reduce vehicle wear   to ease driver frustrations
�

‘Irregular’ freight data capture of weight and volumetric variables synced with your enterprise 
management system?  

 to boost efficiencies   to cut revenue leakage
�

Intelligent compilation of tracking and other process data across your vehicles and locations? 
 to collect tangible reliable information   to make clear business improvement decisions �

You want to deliver goods using optimised workflows. You may need: 5

Adjustable process workflows? 
 to configure application software to your unique and changing delivery service needs �

Specific transit conditions for delivering your product range? 
 to ensure your goods are delivered in perfect condition  �

A workflow that allows your driver to offer exclusive add-on services or product up-sells? 
 to increase profits   to satisfy your customers �

To interface with the IT environment of your business operation, and other business-specific 
parameters? 

 to streamline systems   to reduce training   to empower management
�

Custom check points in the workflow, such as proof photos, custom reason codes for task 
handling, OHS assessments and chain of responsibility activities? 

 to improve productivity   to empower employees  
�

Your EM Solution Planner   PAGE 1 / 2   DELIVER BETTER

This Enterprise Mobility Solution Planner will help your company identify what features you require to 
deliver goods; 1) efficiently, 2) using optimised workflows, 3) via a productive workforce, and 4) with 
excellent customer service.  

Use this Solution Planner to discuss and consider your enterprise mobility solution with your team. 

It’s a handy checklist to simply review what you need. Plus, it’s easy to print multiple copies and request 
input from your colleagues and stakeholders. 
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Your EM Solution Planner   PAGE 2 / 2   DELIVER BETTER

You want to deliver goods via a productive workforce. You may need: 5
Reliable on-time deliveries? 

 to satisfy your customers   to improve your company’s reputation   to increase employee engagement  
 to boost company morale

�

Less errors, rework and back-tracking? 
 to get the right goods to the right customer �

Real-time messaging and job progress updates? 
 to keep drivers, head office and customers informed of delivery progress  
 to reduce time-consuming and costly interactions   to ease stress when unexpected delays happen

�

Vehicle safety management and driver accountability precautions, including fatigue 
management checks? 

 to ensure your workforce and vehicles are safe to drive
�

KPI tracking and recording?
 to record achievements   to manage workforce performance �

A BYOD option to operate on your employee’s mobile device?
 to increase employee engagement    to support work productivity   for the use of a familiar device  
 to reduce training   to reduce extra device investment costs

�

An intuitive interface to create, send and customise job tasks?
 for minimal end-user training   for your workforce to efficiently manage and streamline their workflows �

You want to deliver goods with excellent customer service.  
You may need: 5

To communicate valuable information to your customers? 
 to personalise your customer’s experience with your company (they’re not just a number!) �

To send an email or SMS notification to your customer during the delivery?
 to let your customer know their delivery’s ETA �

Delivery tracking by your customer?
 to enable your customer to easily track where their order is   for customer peace of mind �

To record Proof of Delivery (POD)?
 to ensure products are received in good order and on time �

On-the-spot resolution of customer queries?
 to alleviate problems   to answer questions   to enhance customer support �

Automated post-delivery customer surveys from your CRM?
 to enhance your customer relationships   for customer satisfaction monitoring   to facilitate customer feedback �

Recording and analysis of delivery data?
 for research to implement customer experience and improvement initiatives �

A web-based delivery progress portal?
 to expand customer engagement   to improve customer service   to help your customers contact you easily and directly �

HELP TIP: Print the two Solution Planner pages only. Ask your team to address the questions. 
Then compile a list of your organisation’s core enterprise mobility needs. 
Next, feel free to discuss your requirements with Leopard Systems. You can book a FREE Enterprise Mobility 
Discovery Session via our website: www.leopardsystems.com.au
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Delivery
THE ONLY TRUE MULTI-PLATFORM 
ENTERPRISE MOBILITY SOLUTION

WINDOWS iOSANDROID
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Communications
• Two way real-time communication  

to central server and backend  
ERP systems.

• Phone, SMS and Push to Talk Voice 
capability with Contact List, Dial Pad 
and Auto Speaker phone.

• Built-in text messaging between drivers 
and fleet controllers with optional email 
integration.

• Auto selection of communication 
network with time based options.

• Bluetooth printing and voice headsets.

• Multi integration capabilities such as XML 
via TCP/IP Socket, Web Services, and 
Stored Procedures. CSV via Email and 
sFTP. Custom Interfaces can be 
addressed.

Tracking & Compliance
• GPS tracking, Geocoding of addresses 

with Geo-fences.

• Integrated Turn by Turn Navigation with 
choice of Map provider.

• Container, Connote, Item Level and 
Pallet Tracking.

• Chain of Responsibility (COR) with Fit for 
Work, Pre-Op Checks, Job Risk 
Analysis, Site Surveys, Vehicle Details, 
Vehicle/Trailer Checklists, Restraint/
Audit, Vehicle Damage and Accident 
recording with Photos.

• Driver fatigue management and alerts.

• Comprehensive reporting for compliance 
purposes and metrics.

Workflows
• Configurable workflows and consistent 

User Experience across all platforms.

• Caters for most transport & logistics 
organisation workflows such as Courier, 
Distribution, Hub & Spoke, Line-haul, 
In-Facility and Postal.

• Workflows covering Futile Management, 
and Reason Codes, Proof Photos, 
Redirection Cards and Destinations.

• Task Exception Handling with Reason 
Codes, Photos and variations such as 
long and short.

• Advanced workflow options such as 
Proof of Age, Surveys recording and 
SLA Adherence.

• Load, Unload, Pickup, Delivery, Returns, 
Transfer, Locate, Relocate, Consolidation 
and De-consolidation workflows among 
many others.

• Configurable customer surveys inserted 
at company, contact and task level.

• Barcoded and Non-Barcoded freight in 
manifested or un-manifested modes.

• Restricted, Hazardous Item processes 
enforced.

• Point to Point Courier, Distribution Runs, 
Recurring Runs, Permanent Hourly Hire, 
Adhoc Work and many more.

• Push tasks to mobile users or have users 
register and pull tasks.

• User acceptance and decline of tasks 
allocated.

• Camera available within workflows.

Value-Add
• Device and Server based route 

optimisation.

• Proof of Delivery via Signature, PIN, 
Photo, GPS, Scanning and Paper.

• Dynamic Run creation.

• Multi manufacturer, multi OS, Scanner/
Imager and Camera barcode reading.

• Barcode reading against masks; extract 
portions of barcode, categorise products 
and trigger workflows.

• Battery monitoring and notifications.

• Companion applications: Delivery 
Tracker; providing for ETA and 
redirecting requests.  Driver Companion; 
providing training material, calculators, 
news, emergency contacts and driver 
procedures.

Job Centre
• Leopard Delivery Job Centre Web 

Portal for the enterprise and customers.

• User and role based authentication.

• Enterprise, customer and business unit 
management and configuration.

• Driver Management.

• Monitor Task Status and Event Views 
with multi criteria filtering and search.

• Reporting options such as POD, DIFOT, 
Demurrage, KPI, Activity, Exceptions 
with user Report Subscriptions.

• Enterprise, Run and Driver related 
mapping with playback.

Established in 1990, Leopard 
Systems is a leading enterprise 
mobility solution provider renowned 
for creating innovative, strategic 
solutions designed to increase 
productivity and competitive edge. 
Well regarded within Transport and 
Logistics, Field Service, Retail and 
Supply Chain, Leopard Systems 
leads the way with its signature suite 
of enterprise grade solutions 
designed to streamline operations, 
increase efficiencies, reduce input 
error, improve staff productivity and, 
of course, increase the bottom line.

Leopard Systems promotes a truly 
holistic, consultative approach to 
enterprise mobility. By partnering with 
Leopard you benefit from entrusting 
one partner from order to operation, 
with seamless implementation, 
personalised support and 
outstanding service from our  
industry trained personnel. In today’s 
competitive environment where the 
focus is on improved workforce 
efficiencies, service KPIs and 
increased profit, the demand for 
enterprise mobility has never  
been stronger.

ABOUT LEOPARD SYSTEMS

Melbourne 
Suite 1, 322 St Kilda Rd, St Kilda VIC 3182

Sydney 
Level 1, Unit 7, 11 Lord St, Botany NSW 2019

1300 LEOPARD (1300 536 727)
T: +61 3 9534 2022  F: +61 3 9534 1522
info@leopardsystems.com.au  

www.leopardsystems.com.au

OFFICES
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KEY FEATURES & BUSINESS BENEFITS

1 High availability: Available 24/7 from any computer or 
mobile device, worldwide, with internet connection. 

2
Lower start-up costs: Application is subscription based - 
no license fees mean lower initial costs and no day-to-
day responsibility of maintaining an IT infrastructure.

3 Multi-platform: Compatible with Windows Mobile, 
iOS, Android, rugged and consumer mobile devices.

4
Interface: A familiar smartphone interface with icons 
and colour graphics that remain consistent across all 
platforms.

5
Hassle free upgrades: No patches for customers to 
download or install as Leopard Systems manages all 
updates and upgrades.

6 Support: Access to helpdesk support and training 
resources. 

7
API: Leopard Systems will provide an Application 
Program Interface that lets clients integrate with 
existing enterprise systems.

8 Scalability: Allows customers to grow their business 
without managing infrastructure demands.

Delivery

Address clients and markets 
you have never reached before 
via this exceptional Proof of 
Delivery application.

DeliveryDeliveryDelivery

If you are a business with 20 to thousands of drivers 
that requires the benefits of a superior delivery system, 
without the hassle or expense of buying your own, 
Leopard Systems has just the solution.  

Leopard Delivery Cloud offers four workflow con-
figurations, Starter, Courier, Distribution and Advanced 
plus an associated web portal that provides job/run, 
asset and GPS tracking along with access to real time 
and historical data.

The solution is available 24/7 and is hosted in the cloud, 
offering peace of mind. Designed to operate across 
Windows Mobile, iOS, Android, rugged and consumer  
mobile devices, you can even use the application when 
no Internet connection is available. 

Leopard Delivery Cloud offers end-users a step by step 
workflow process. Furthermore, clients can perform 
pick-up, delivery, OH&S checks, create and send jobs, 
load and unload vehicles, monitor drivers’ progress, 
manage mobile devices and more, with an intuitive 
interface that requires very little end user training. 

UNLEASH 
PRODUCTIVITY 
VIA THE CLOUD 
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CONFIGURATIONS

Established in 1990, Leopard 
Systems is a leading enterprise 
mobility solution provider renowned 
for creating innovative, strategic 
solutions designed to increase 
productivity and competitive edge. 
Well regarded within Transport and 
Logistics, Field Service, Retail and 
Supply Chain, Leopard Systems 
leads the way with its signature suite 
of enterprise grade solutions 
designed to streamline operations, 
increase efficiencies, reduce input 
error, improve staff productivity and, 
of course, increase the bottom line.

Leopard Systems promotes a truly 
holistic, consultative approach to 
enterprise mobility. By partnering with 
Leopard you benefit from entrusting 
one partner from order to operation, 
with seamless implementation, 
personalised support and 
outstanding service from our  
industry trained personnel. In today’s 
competitive environment where the 
focus is on improved workforce 
efficiencies, service KPIs and 
increased profit, the demand for 
enterprise mobility has never  
been stronger.

ABOUT LEOPARD SYSTEMS

Melbourne 
Suite 1, 322 St Kilda Rd, St Kilda VIC 3182

Sydney 
Level 1, Unit 7, 11 Lord St, Botany NSW 2019

1300 LEOPARD (1300 536 727)
T: +61 3 9534 2022  F: +61 3 9534 1522
info@leopardsystems.com.au  

www.leopardsystems.com.au

OFFICES

Job Centre Mapping

Mobile Screens
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COURIER…

Everything in Starter plus: 

• Send pick-up and delivery 
jobs to drivers in real time

• Users can view map & GPS 
tracking info via Job Centre 
Portal

• Email courier job with 
pick-up and delivery

• Access 24/7 level 3 support

• View 1 month of historical 
event data in the Job Centre 
Portal

STARTER…
• Self-registration barcode & PIN

• Record quantity of articles and 
scan barcodes on pick-up and 
delivery

• Record recipients name and 
take optional signature on 
pick-up and delivery

• GPS Location recorded on 
all stops

• Pick-up and delivery stop 
proof PDF  

• Add or disable users in the 
Job Centre Portal

• Online user management

• KPI and Proof reports 
distributed nightly via email

• Proof CSV file emailed nightly

• Access to helpdesk via email

DISTRIBUTION

Everything in Courier plus: 

• Send load, pick-up, delivery 
and unload stops within runs 
in real time 

• Users can view run, map and 
GPS tracking in Job Centre 
Portal

• Setup recurring runs in Job 
Centre Portal

• Request or push run 
workflows

• Load/unload vehicle 
workflows

• Email distribution run with 
pick-up and delivery stops

• Access 24/7 level 3 support

ADVANCED…

Everything in Distribution 
plus:

• Extended reporting

Optional:
• Email courier job with pick-up 

and delivery
• Email distribution run with 

delivery stops
• KPI and Proof reports 

distributed nightly via email
• Access 24/7 Level 2 support
• OHS/Chain of Responsibility 

activities
• Push to Talk audio 
• Turn by Turn navigation
• GPS Tracking
• Extended historical data
• Mobile Device Management
• Enterprise system connectors
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Delivery

NOW WITH
SmartPhone

RAPID
SCANNING!
TRY IT TODAY!

 NEW! The smartest, most efficient and cost effective 
scanning solution you will see on a smartphone

 Advanced Job Dispatch, Track & Trace and  
Sign on Glass POD

 True Multi-Platform, Compatible with Android, 
iOS and Windows Mobile

 Application Program Interface for hassle free 
enterprise integration

 Manage multiple entities and third party contractors  
in the one system

 Scaleable and configurable to provide for hundreds 
of workflows and reports

KEY FEATURES & BUSINESS BENEFITS

DeliveryDeliveryDelivery
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Established in 1990, Leopard 
Systems is Australia’s leading 
enterprise mobility solution provider 
with a reputation for creating 
innovative strategic solutions. 
Our team’s deep and up-to-date 
industry knowledge, platform 
development flexibility, in-house 
hardware and other device expertise, 
client support services and long-term 
partnership commitment are 
instrumental to the ongoing success 
of your mobility solution. 
Well regarded within the Transport 
and Logistics, Field Service, Retail 
and Supply Chain sectors, Leopard 

Systems leads the way with its 
completely configurable platform 
solution. Available as pre-configured, 
commercially-viable enterprise-grade 
solutions designed to increase 
efficiencies, reduce input error, 
lift productivity and, of course, 
increase the bottom line.
By partnering with Leopard Systems 
your company will benefit from 
entrusting one company from order 
to operation and, in doing so, enjoy 
a seamless implementation, 
personalised support and 
outstanding service from  
industry-trained personnel.

ABOUT LEOPARD SYSTEMSOFFICES
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Melbourne 
Suite 1, 322 St Kilda Rd, St Kilda VIC 3182

Sydney 
Level 1, Unit 7, 11 Lord St, Botany NSW 2019

1300 LEOPARD (1300 536 727)
T: +61 3 9534 2022  F: +61 3 9534 1522
info@leopardsystems.com.au  

www.leopardsystems.com.au

CONFIGURATIONS

COURIER…

Everything in Starter plus: 

• Send pick-up and delivery 
jobs to drivers in real time

• Users can view map & GPS 
tracking info via Job Centre 
Portal

• Email courier job with 
pick-up and delivery

• Access 24/7 level 3 support

• View 1 month of historical 
event data in the Job Centre 
Portal

STARTER…
• Self-registration barcode & PIN

• Record quantity of articles and 
scan barcodes on pick-up and 
delivery

• Record recipients name and 
take optional signature on 
pick-up and delivery

• GPS Location recorded on 
all stops

• Pick-up and delivery stop 
proof PDF  

• Add or disable users in the 
Job Centre Portal

• Online user management

• KPI and Proof reports 
distributed nightly via email

• Proof CSV file emailed nightly

• Access to helpdesk via email

DISTRIBUTION

Everything in Courier plus: 

• Send load, pick-up, delivery 
and unload stops within runs 
in real time 

• Users can view run, map and 
GPS tracking in Job Centre 
Portal

• Setup recurring runs in Job 
Centre Portal

• Request or push run 
workflows

• Load/unload vehicle 
workflows

• Email distribution run with 
pick-up and delivery stops

• Access 24/7 level 3 support

ADVANCED…

Everything in  
Distribution plus:

• Extended reporting

Optional:
• Email courier job with pick-up 

and delivery
• Email distribution run with 

delivery stops
• KPI and Proof reports 

distributed nightly via email
• Access 24/7 Level 2 support
• OHS/Chain of Responsibility 

activities
• Push to Talk audio 
• Turn by Turn navigation
• GPS Tracking
• Extended historical data
• Mobile Device Management
• Enterprise system connectors

ADVANCED…

NOW WITH
SmartPhone

RAPID
SCANNING!
TRY IT TODAY!
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Capturing the volumetric data of goods and products is 
a fact of life for Transport and Logistics (T&L) enterprises, 
but one that is all too often labour-intensive and costly… 
until now. 

Leopard’s unique dimensional weight capture solution, 
Leopard Cube, delivers industry-specific functionality out 
of the box, providing accurate calculations to help you 
minimise revenue leakage.

Developed and supported by Leopard System’s R&D 
department, this essential T&L solution uses the latest 
wearable hardware and software technology to accurately 
capture the volumetric data of unwieldy freight.

The solution also enhances communication between 
front line staff and head office with real-time two way 
communication. Swift and easy interfacing between 
your mobility solution and your existing enterprise 
system is another bonus. 

A smarter, leaner volumetric data capture process that 
boosts productivity, frees personnel and allows you to 
refocus resources on new business opportunities: 
Leopard Cube is enterprise productivity unleashed.

KEY FEATURES & BUSINESS BENEFITS

Produce accurate volumetric data 
and costings, boost productivity 
and reduce revenue leakage.

1 Allows swift, accurate volumetric measurement of 
irregular freight.

2 Improves data collection effi ciency by immediately 
establishing correct dimensional weight.

3 Minimises revenue lost due to incorrect volumetric 
data capture.

4 Enables real-time two way communication between 
mobile staff and the head offi ce.

5
Allows warehouse personnel to provide the exact 
dimensional weight of outbound parcels for carrier 
costing & truck loading.

6 Increases productivity due to user-friendly features.

7 Integrates easily with all backend systems.

8 Suits WLAN, LAN or USB connectivity with one to 
thousands of users.

MAXIMISE 
VOLUMETRIC 
REVENUE

Cube

13



CAPABILITIES & BENEFITS
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Established in 1990, Leopard 
Systems is a leading enterprise 
mobility solution provider renowned 
for creating innovative, strategic 
solutions designed to increase 
productivity and competitive edge. 
Well regarded within Transport and 
Logistics, Field Service, Retail and 
Supply Chain, Leopard Systems 
leads the way with its signature suite 
of enterprise grade solutions 
designed to streamline operations, 
increase efficiencies, reduce input 
error, improve staff productivity and, 
of course, increase the bottom line.

Leopard Systems promotes a fully 
holistic, consultative approach to 
enterprise mobility. By partnering with 
Leopard you benefit from entrusting 
one partner from order to operation, 
with seamless implementation, 
personalised support and 
outstanding service from our industry 
trained personnel. In today’s 
competitive environment, where the 
focus is on improved workforce 
efficiencies, service KPIs and 
increased profit, the demand for 
enterprise mobility has never been 
stronger. 

ABOUT LEOPARD SYSTEMS

Melbourne
Suite 1, 322 St Kilda Rd, St Kilda VIC 3182

Sydney
Level 1, Unit 7, 11 Lord St, Botany NSW 2019

1300 LEOPARD (1300 536 727)
T: +61 3 9534 2022  F: +61 3 9534 1522
info@leopardsystems.com.au  

www.leopardsystems.com.au

OFFICES

Wearable Technology Real-time Communications

WITH CUBE YOU CAN...

volumetric freight data capture

solution to your business 
specifications

error logging, email reporting and 
data integrity

specific business needs

offering an immediate ROI

WITH CUBE YOU GET…

more cost effective than 
competitors

allow for configuration

entry capability

communications functionality

enterprise systems, XML, ODBC 
and TCP/IP sockets

WITH CUBE YOU PROVIDE…

freight

by cutting revenue leakage due to 
incorrect volumetric data

your mobility solution and your 

that boosts productivity

frees resources for new business 
opportunities

enterprise mobility technology to 
perform at their best

Efficient Data Capture
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Leopard solution 
sees 5-15 per cent 
savings at Laminex

“Not only did Leopard 
Systems come out on top 
in seven of the eight criteria, 
they were incredibly fl exible 
and were able to tailor the 
solution to our budget.” 
Malcolm Thomas
Laminex National Logistics Manager
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ABOUT  
LEOPARD SYSTEMS 

Established in 1990, Leopard Systems is Australia’s leading enterprise mobility solution 
provider with a reputation for creating innovative strategic solutions. 

Our team’s up-to-date industry knowledge, platform development flexibility, in-house 
hardware and other device expertise, client support services and long-term partnership 
commitment are instrumental to the ongoing success of your mobility solution. 

Well regarded within the Transport and Logistics, Field Service, Retail and Supply Chain 
sectors, Leopard Systems leads the way with its completely configurable platform 
solution. Available as pre-configured, commercially-viable enterprise-grade solutions that 
are designed to increase efficiencies, reduce input error, lift productivity and, of course, 
increase the bottom line.

Managing Directors Robin Fowler and Alex Koumaras promote a consultative, holistic 
approach to enterprise mobility solutions. By partnering with Leopard Systems your 
company will benefit from entrusting one company, from order to operation, and in doing 
so, enjoy a seamless implementation, personalised support and outstanding service from 
industry-trained personnel.

Our unwavering focus on what the future holds for enterprise 
mobility inspires us to deliver strategic, intelligent solutions to 
problems that arise for our client companies. 

17



CONSULTANT SERVICES
With experienced in-house consultants—including software 
engineers, architects, systems engineers, hardware technicians and 
IT specialists—Leopard Systems are knowledgeable consultants 
to transport and logistics companies seeking to optimise your 
operational processes for greater productivity and business 
efficiencies.

Specific services include: 
 Hardware Acquisition
 Hardware Rollout
 Mobile Device Set-up
 Mobile Device Management 
 Wireless Local Area Network 

SUPPORT SERVICES
An all-encompassing EM solution with Leopard Systems as your 
strategic partner includes ongoing technical support services, either 
ad-hoc or by service level agreements. We provide unmatched 
application and hardware knowledge, operational and compliance 
advice, and professional maintenance support.

Specific services include: 
 Device Staging
 Equipment Handling
 Equipment Repair
 Fleet Management
 Help Desk

HARDWARE SERVICES
Leopard Systems offers a range of managed services that increase 
productivity and streamline time and human resources required to 
maintain your hardware technology investment. Furthermore, our 
services for mobility hardware will help your organisation support, 
secure and maintain mobile devices critical to operating your 
enterprise mobility solution. 

Specific services include: 
 Hardware Procurement
 Fleet Management
 Hardware Support
 Hardware Monitoring

18



WHY CHOOSE LEOPARD  
AS YOUR MOBILITY SOLUTION PARTNER
Leopard Systems have vast expertise based on technical skills and 
industry knowledge gathered from many years in business. 

UNMATCHED 
EXPERTISE

POWERFUL
APPLICATIONS

BEST-FIT DEVICES 

HOLISTIC 
SUPPORT

INNOVATION 
PARTNER
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UNMATCHED EXPERTISE
We’re industry experts in workflow process solutions 
for the transport and logistics, retail and field services 
sectors. In fact, we’ve worked with hundreds of 
companies in Australia since 1990. 

POWERFUL APPLICATIONS
Our truly customisable and configurable applications 
are 100% Australian made. Our pre-set configurations 
for typical workflows are well constructed, plus we can 
make your EM software do whatever you want.

BEST-FIT DEVICES 
To provide the best enterprise mobility solution, it’s just 
as important to choose the best fit-for-purpose devices, 
as it is to get the software application right. 

HOLISTIC SUPPORT
With Leopard Systems, you’ll receive knowledgeable 
and dedicated care across all areas of your solution.  
Our highly experienced and trained personnel respond 
in a timely fashion with quality assistance.

INNOVATION PARTNER
Leopard Systems are a proud Australian company, 
established in 1990, with a solid track record of 
successful EM solution implementations in Australia  
and internationally.

WHY CHOOSE LEOPARD  
AS YOUR MOBILITY SOLUTION 
PARTNER
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www.leopardsystems.com.au


